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The following problem is investigated. Let L be a given finite language, LcL,= 
{ub: I ~o,bsn, of/~}. Determine the minimal natural number c(L) such that L can be generated 
by c(L) context-free productions. 
Among others, max c(L) = O(n’/log n) is proved, and languages satisfying c(L) = IL) are 
characterized. 
1. Introduction 
Let L be a given finite language and denote by c(L) the minimal number of 
context-free productions needed to generate L. (For definitions, see [l] or [4].) The 
problem of determining c(L) was raised by Bucher et al. in 131. 
It seems hopeless to find a complete solution of this question in such a general 
form. The first particular results appeared in [l] and [2] where the authors gave 
lower resp. upper bounds for c(L,,), L,, = { ab : 15 a, b I n, a# b}, proving 
In this paper we investigate the behavior of c(L) when LcL,. Clearly, we may 
identify this class of languages with the class of loopless directed graphs on n 
vertices, in a natural way: ab is a directed edge (i.e., an arc from a to 6) if and only 
if ab is a word in L. According to this one-to-one correspondence, any graph G 
defines a language L,, and any language L determines a graph CL. Of course, 
lLGl = I,!?(G)], the number of arcs (directed edges) in G. 
Estimates on c(LG) are given in Section 3. We prove 
max c(L) = O(n’/log n) 
LCL, 
and that the maximum is essentially the same if, instead of context-free productions, 
we consider regular or context-sensitive (or length increasing) grammars producing 
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L (Theorems 6 and 6A). 
Moreover, a structural characterization is given for graphs G satisfying c(&) = 
[E(G)1 (Theorem 4). 
In Section 4, languages defined by sums or products of graphs are considered. As 
a consequence, we obtain 
c(L,,) 5 2n + 4n “2 + O(n “4). 
We note that c(L,) - 2n - 4n I” seems to be a reasonable guess, but we cannot 
prove it at the moment. 
It is worth mentioning that the complexity of the Cartesian product of two graphs 
G, and G2 is determined by c(Gi) and the number of vertices (Theorem 15). 
In Section 2 we describe two equivalent representations (by hypergraphs and 
directed graphs) for context-free grammars generating Lo. 
Without entering into details, we mention that, by some obvious modifications, 
our results can be extended for directed graphs containing loops as well (i.e., when 
aa EL is allowed). 
2. Representations of context-free grammars 
Let r= (V, Z, 9,s) be a grammar with total alphabet V, terminal alphabet Z 
(ZC V), non-terminal alphabet N (N= V\ Z), set 9 of productions (or rewriting 
rules), and start symbol s (SE Iv); set v’= V\ {s}. Suppose that L is the language 
generated by C then r is called optimal if 19’1 =c(L). Note that the definition of 
optimal grammars makeS sense for infinite L also, because 19’1 is finite. 
First we list some elementary properties of optimal grammars. Their special cases 
appear in the introduction of [I]. For a finite set A, A * denotes the collection of 
all finite sequences (called strings) formed by elements of A. 
Properties. (1) No optimal context-free grammar containsproductions of type s+s’, 
S’E N. 
(2) If f is an optimal grammar, generating a finite language L, then r contains 
no productions of type s+sv and s+ vs, v E V *. 
(3) If all words of L have the same length and r is an arbitrary context-free 
grammar generating L, then any v EN generates terminal words of constant length. 
(4) If all words of L have the same length and r is optimal for L, then r does 
not contain productions of the form v ‘1, where v EN and 1 denotes the empty 
word. 
(5) If r is an optimal context-free grammar generating Lo (where G is an 
arbitrary loopless directed graph), then any production in I- has the form s+uv 
(U,VE V’) or u--‘v (uEN\ {s}, UE V’). 
Proof. (1) Otherwise delete s-s’ anti replace s’ by s whenever s’ appears on the left- 
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hand side of a production. Then 19’1 decreases. 
(2) If s+su cannot be deleted from 9, then we obtain the contradiction that L 
is infinite. 
(3) Assume the contrary, and consider a derivation containing u. Replacing IJ by 
some terminal words wi and w2, 1 w,1 # I w21, we obtain a contradiction. 
(4) If x+A (where XEN and L stands for the empty string), then x can be deleted 
from all productions. 
(5) Apply properties (l)-(4). q 
Let G be an arbitrary graph and consider an optimal context-free grammar r 
generating LG. In the light of (5), two models can be defined for I-. The first one 
was discovered by Alspach et al. [l] who introduced it for L,,. From now on, 
‘grammar’ means ‘grammar satisfying properties (l)-(5)‘. 
2.1. Digraph representation 
The vertex set of a graph G is denoted by V(G). 
Definition 1. For a grammar r, the two-edge-colored directed graph 9 =9(T) 
(called the digraph representation of f) is defined as follows: V(a)= v’, every 
production S+UIJ (U,UE v’) corresponds to a red arc uu~E(9), and every pro- 
duction U+U corresponds to a blue arc WEE(~). 
Denote by ‘9a and 9~~ the red and blue subgraph of 9, respectively. Clearly, 
every vertex of blue out-degree zero (called sink) corresponds to an element of the 
terminal alphabet Z of f. 
A red arc uu is said to cover the pair U’U’ (u’, u’EZ) if there exist some blue 
directed paths from u to u’ and from u to u’. As established in [l], 9 satisfies the 
following properties. (The corresponding properties of rare given in parentheses.) 
(Dl) The blue subgraph Sa is acyclic. (There are no closed chains of produc- 
tions of the form U-+U in f.) 
(D2) A pair u’u’ of two sinks is covered by some uu~E(9,) if and only if 
u’u’EL. (The grammar f produces L.) 
(D3) If uu~E(ga), then no XEZ can be reached from u and u by directed blue 
paths. In particular, E(9a)nE(9a)=O. (No bb is a word in L, FEZ.) 
Clearly, r contains exactly IE(9)l = IE(faa)l+ IE(9Ja)l productions, i.e., r is 
optimal if and only if IE(‘9)l =c(L). Moreover, every optima/ r satisfies some 
further properties. 
(D4) The digraph representation 9 contains no vertex of blue out-degree 1. 
(D5) If the blue in-degree of u E V’ \ ,Z is zero, then there are at least two red arcs 
incident to u. 
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2.2. Hypergraph representation 
Definition 2. For a grammar r, a hypergraph (set system) *=X’(f) and a set-pair 
collection 9C2’fx X’is defined as follows. The vertex set (or underlying set) of YE’ 
is Z (the terminal alphabet of r). Any non-terminal element IJ EN \ {s} corresponds 
to a set H=H(u) ~Z’of terminal elements that can be generated from u. For con- 
venience, let H(o) = {u} when u EL?, and set Yr$, = Y6’ \ {{u} : u EZ}. Finally, any 
production S+UU corresponds to the ordered pair (H(u), H(u)) E 9? 
The pair (Z, 9) is called the hypergraph representation of K 
Clearly, if H(u) = H(u), then u and u can be identified in any production of r, 
while jB( does not increase. Therefore, without loss of generality, the next proper- 
ties can be assumed (and, in particular, they involve (Dl) and (D4)). 
(Hl) If u,u~N\ {s}, u#u, then H(u)#H(u). 
(H2) If f generates LG, then the arc set of G equals the union of arc sets of 
directed complete bipartite graphs (H, H’), (H, H’) E 8 (where (H, H’) consists of 
the arcs ab : a E H, b E H’). 
(H3) For (H, H’) E 9, Hfl H’= 0. 
Now we define c(& .u?), the complexity of a hypergraph representation (Y< 9’) 
of r. For HeSO, let c(H)=min{k: H=H,U **a UH,, HUE*, Hi#H (1 Silk)} 
and c(YL’) = CHE.X c(H). Then c(Y< 9) = c(Ye) + 181. 
We note that (Y4 9) is uniquely determined by f, but different grammars (with 
even a different number of productions) can have the same representation. How- 
ever, the following property holds. 
Proposition 3. If r is an optimal grammar generating L, then c(& 9’) = c(L). 
Conversely, if c(YC, 9) = c(L) holds and (& 9) satisfies (H2), then there exists an 
optimal r, generating L, whose hypergraph representation is (Y< 9’). 
Proof. First we show 19’1 ?zc(& 8)lc(L). If u+u,, . . . . u--‘& are the productions 
of f with left-hand side U, then H(u) = H(u,)U .a. U H(uk); therefore c(H(u)) I k. 
Thus, c(S, 9) is not larger than the number of productions in r. On the other hand, 
assume H(u) = H(q) U ... ukf(Uk) for some LJ[,...,LJk, k=c(H(u)). Replace by 
u+uj, . . . . u--‘uk the set of productions of type u-‘u, UE v’. During this operation, 
the number of productions is not increased, while the new grammar still generates 
L. This proves c(Y< 9)zc(L). 
In the same way, by a given system (& 9) satisfying (H2) and ~(2, 9) = c(L), an 
optimal grammar can be defined as follows. For each HE&-, choose a non- 
terminal element u = u(H). If H= H, U 0-s UH,, k=c(H), H#Hi~YZ’, then write 
u-+u(H,), . . . . u+u(Hk) as productions in r. For (H, H’) E 9, write s+u(H)u(H’). 
Clearly, the obtained grammar generates L by c(Y< 9) productions. 0 
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The next statement is implied by (D5). 
(H4) Let r be an optimal grammar generating L, with hypergraph representation 
(34 9). If HE&~ is maximal under inclusion, then H appears in at least two 
members of 9 
Certain languages may have several optimal grammars. It will be worth specifying 
a class of them. 
Definition. An optimal grammar generating L is called minimal if, besides 
c(& 9)=c(L), II%‘II = CHEeXo IHI is as small as possible. 
3. Estimates on the minimal number of productions 
Trivially, any language L can be generated by taking all productions of the form 
s+u, OEL. This will be called the trivial grammar generating L. (In this case, 
N= {s}.) By these trivial grammars, c(Lo)~ IE(G)I is clear. Our next aim is to 
characterize those graphs G for which c(L,) = [E(G)\ holds. 
We define a class Kp,4 (psq) of directed graphs as follows. The members of K,,q 
have a vertex set A U B where A tl B = 0, A = A, UA2 (A, and Az are not necessarily 
disjoint), and min{ [Ai I+ IA& 1 B I} =p, max{lA,I + IAzl, lB\} =q (A, =0 or A*=0 
is allowed). The arc set consists of all ordered pairs alb and baz, a, EA,, a2~A2, 
DEB. A graph G is called &,-free if no subgraph of G is isomorphic to any 
member of K,,g. 
The graphs K,,, and I?~. p are defined as those members of K,,4 for which A2 = 0 
and A, = 0, respectively. 
Theorem 4. A language L = LG satisfies c(L) = IL I if and only if G is l?2,j-free. 
Moreover, in this case the trivial grammar is the unique minimal grammar gener- 
ating L. 
Proof. It is easily seen that c(LG) < JE(G)I whenever FC G for some FEE~,~, since 
c(L~)Ic(L~-~)+c(F)I IE(G)I - IE(F)I +c(F)= IE(G)I - 1, by using the special 
case p=2, q= 3 of Proposition 5 (below). 
Suppose that G is K2,,-free, and consider the hypergraph representation (X,9) 
of a grammar f generating LG. For any (H, H’) E 9 we prove the following two 
facts: if r is optimal, then IHI + IH’I I 3 and, if r is minimal, then IHI = IH’I = 1. 
Since all pairs uu (u EH, u EH’) have the same orientation, we obtain either 
min{ IHI, Ir-rll} = 1 or JNI = ]H’I = 2. Moreover, in the latter case H and H’ cannot 
occur in any further pair of 8 (because G is K2,s-free). 
Let HE%‘,, be any set with maximal cardinality (in an arbitrary optimal f). By 
(H4) and the above observation, I H I = 2 (G is x2,,- free), and there are exactly two 
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terminal elements uI, U~EZ for which the pair (H, {ui}) or ({Ui}, H) appears in 37 
(If SO= 0, r is the trivial grammar, and the proof is done.) Thus, the subgraph of 
4 edges, covered by the two pairs of 27, uI, and u2, contributes c(H) + 2 = 4 to the 
value of c(X, 3’). Delete H from *and also the two pairs (containing H) from 9, 
and add those four edges (covered by HU {u,, u2}) to R The obtained repre- 
sentation (ti’, 9’) satisfies c(Z’, 9’) = c(& 9) and US’1 = 1]3+?11- 2, contradicting 
the minimality of f. Cl 
Proposition 5. Let KE&~ (psq) and ao=lAlfM21. Then 
if p= 1, ao52, 
c(K) = 
if p= 1, aor2, 
if p,qr22ao, 
if p,q,a,r2. 
Sketch of proof. Upper bound. (i) If aos2, set ~={B}U{{~}:~EA~UA~UL~} 
and ~={({a},B):a~AI}U{(B,{a}) :aEA2}. Then c(ti,g)=q if p=l and 
c(S, 9) =p + q if ~12. (The difference between the two cases is that usually 
c(B) = I B 1 but if I B I= 1, then B does not contribute to c(=/e).) 
(ii) If aoz2, set Ao=A, flA2, 3’fo= {A,, B} and 
g= {MO, B), (4 A011 U {({al, B) : aeAl \Ao)U{(B,{~}):~EA~\AO}. 
Then c(ti,Y)=q+2-a, if p=l and c(%,8)=p+q+2-a, if p,qz2. 
Lower bound. If p = 1 and a05 2, or p = q = 2, then K is K2,,-free and Theorem 
4 implies the statement. 
Let a,>2 or p+q25-. If A, #A,, any aE(A,UA2) \A, is contained by some 
Hetio or appears in some pair of 9 In both cases, the deletion of a decreases 
c(% 9), and an inductive step can be applied. The same reduction works for any 
be B. The argument is very similar for aEAO, but in this case [Ai] + lAzl decreases 
by 2 when deleting a, while c(Yt: 9) decreases by at least 1. Cl 
Let us add two remarks concerning the above proposition. (1) For K=K,,, 
c(K) was achieved by regular productions. (2) The particular case p= 1, q= 6, 
a,=3 seems to contradict Theorem 4. However, setting A; =A;= B and B’=A,, 
one can see that this graph belongs to K2,s (and not only to K,,,). 
Theorem 6. We have c(n) = O(n’/log n), where c(n) = max{ c(L) : L C L,}. 
Proof. Upper bound. Assume L = Lo where G is a directed graph on n vertices. In 
[5, Corollary 5(b)] it has been shown that the arc set of any G can be covered by 
some complete (directed) bipartite graphs G,, . . . . G,, such that 
IV(G,)I+ --* +IV(G,)I1(3+o(l))n~/logn. 
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Since each of those Gi’s belongs to some I&, 
c(L,) I C c(LG,) I C 1 V(Gi)I I (3 + O( I))h*/log IZ. 
Lower bound. We prove there exist some languages Lo, with n terminal ele- 
ments, which cannot be generated by less than cn*/log n productions, for some 
c>O. In fact, we give an upper bound on the number of graphs G for which 
Iw%)I = 1mw = m in some digraph representation of Lo. 
Clearly, the number of non-terminal elements is at most m, and 1 V’I I m + n. Then 
S, (as well as 9,) can be chosen in at most 
C)‘) 
ce ,?I + ym + n)rtI < mnIe”I f 2n 
different ways, and this number is 0(2(“‘-~)‘* ) whenever m < cn*/log n, for any 
CC+ log 2. It means that the big majority of the 2”--‘I languages Lo cannot be 
generated by less than cn2/log n context-free productions. Cl 
Observe that UU--‘U’IJ is the only type of length-increasing productions that can 
appear in grammars generating Lo and which is not context-free. Therefore, the 
enumeration method given in -the previous proof works for length-increasing 
grammars as well. Then Theorem 6 can be restated in the following slightly stronger 
form. 
Theorem 6A. Any Lo (with I V(G)1 =n) can be generated by at most (3 +o(l))n*/ 
log n regular productions. Moreover, there exists a positive constant c, and some 
languages Lo (I V(G)1 =n) which cannot be generated by fewer than cn*/log n 
context-sensitive or length-increasing productions. 
Remark 7. (i) In spite of the fact that c(K)lp+ q holds for KEI?,,~, there are 
graphs which seem to have a similar structure but have a high complexity. Indeed, 
there are 2fr”4 orientations of the edges of the (non-directed) complete bipartite 
graph K,,2,,,,2, and it means that a complete bipartite graph with a ‘random’ orien- 
tation has complexity O(n*/iog n). (The question of c&structing at least one such 
graph is related to some old unsolved problems.) 
(ii) A similar reasoning yields that a random tournament on n vertices also has 
complexity O(n*/log n). 
Remark 8. A graph CL, identified with a language L, clearly has no isolated 
vertices. From both representations (9a;Ba) and (% 9) it is obvious that 
c(Lo.)<c(L) for every induced subgraph G’C CL. However, Theorem 6 shows 
that the ‘induced’ property is essential here: the complete graph belonging to L, 
contains every G’ on n vertices as a partial subgraph (in particular, it contains those 
with complexity O(n*/log n)), while c(L,) is linear. 
We note that the additional assumption “G does not contain isolated vertices” 
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has no effect on the argument given in the proof of Theorem 6, because a random 
graph is connected, with probability 1 - o(l). 
The following result can be considered as a generalization of Theorem 6. 
Theorem 9. Let f(n)< n*- n be an integer-valued function and put c/(n) = 
max{c(Lo): IV(G)1 =n, jE(G)I =f(n)}. Then 
(i) If f(n)zn*-’ for every E > 0, then cJ(n) = oCf(n)). 
(ii) If f(n)5n*-’ for some E> 0, then lim inf c/(n)/f (n) > 0 (i.e., there is a 
positive constant co such that c/(n) > cof(n)). 
The proof is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. If f(n) L n*-’ for every E> 0, then, for any directed graph G of n 
vertices and f(n) arcs, the arc set of G can be covered by some complete bipartite 
directed graphs G1, . . . , G,, such that I V(G,)I + ... + I V(G,)I = oCf(n)). 
Since the proofs are essentially the same as those of Theorem 6 and [5, Theorem 
41, the details are left to the reader. 
4. Complexity of the sum and product of two graphs 
In this section we investigate how the complexity of a language identified with the 
union, sum, product, direct product, and Cartesian product of two graphs can be 
estimated as a function of the complexity of the original graphs. 
For simplicity, we write c(G) instead of c(L,). 
4.1. Sums 
Union and direct sum. Define the union G, UG2 as the graph with vertex set 
V(G,)U V(G2) and arc set E(G,)UE(G2). (In case of V(G,)fl V(G2)=0, G,UG2 is 
sometimes called the direct sum of Gt and G2.) 
Trivially, c(Gi UG2)rc(G,)+c(G2), and this inequality is sharp in many cases, 
if G, U G2 is x2 s-free and E(G,) O&G,) = 0 (cf. Theorem 4). Moreover, for 
%kzt sums, c(G, U d,) 1 max{c(G,), c(G2)}. 
On the other hand, even c(G, U G,) r min{c(G,), c(G,)} does not hold in general. 
Indeed, let T,, be an arbitrary tournament and denote by T,,, its complement (in 
which all arcs are oriented in the opposite direction.) Clearly, c( T,) = c( T,,). Choose 
a T, with complexity O(n*/log n) and put G, = T,, G2= T” (cf. Remark 7(ii)). Then 
c(G,) = c(G2) = O(n*/log n) while c(G, U G2) = c(L,) = O(n). 
Sum. Assume V(G,)fl V(G,) =0. Define the sum G, + G2 as the graph with vertex 
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set V(G,)U V(G2) and with arc set E(G,)UE(G2)U{xy:x~ V(G,),ycz V(G,)}. Then 
c(G) + c(G2) + I W,)l + I V’32)l zc(G, + G2) 
~~~~{~(G,)+~~(G~)I,c(G~)+I~(G,)I}. 
The upper bound follows from Proposition 5. For proving the lower bound, observe 
that every vertex of G2 (or G,) contributes to the complexity of G, + G2, and their 
deletion results in a grammar generating G, (or G,). 
Since IV(G)1 cannot be much larger than c(G) (and usually c(G)>IV(G)I), the 
above inequality shows there is little difference between the complexity of the sum 
and the direct sum of two graphs. 
Remark 7(i) indicates that the above inequality holds only if the edges between 
V(G,) and V(G,) are oriented in an appropriate way. (A ‘random’ orientation 
results in a high complexity.) 
4.2. Products 
Throughout we assume V(G,)fl V(G2) =0. As usual, A xB denotes the Cartesian 
product of the sets A and B, i.e., 
AxB={(a,b):aEA,bEEB}. 
The product G, @G,, the direct product G, x GZ, and the Cartesian product 
G,@G2 all are defined on the vertex set V(GI) x V(G,). 
Product. The arc set of the product Gl@G2 is {(u,u)(u’,u’): uu’~E(Gr) or IJU’E 
E(Wl. 
Proposition 11. 
C(GI I+ dG2) + 21 UC, )I I VG2)lz d’% OG,) 
2 ,yz2 ~dG,HVG)l~ + IVWl IVC,)l. 
Proof. Upper bound. Let ri= ( Vi, & ~i,Si) be an optimal grammar generating Lo, 
(i = 1,2), Vi’= Vi \ {Si}, Z’;= V(Gi). The following modification will be done: 
Z=Z, x& = V(G,) x V(G2), v’=ZU Vi U Vi, the new start symbol s is obtained by 
the identification of s, and s2, and 
9=9’,U~2U{~-+(~,y):y~ V(G2)}U{y+(x,y):x~ V(G,)} 
(i.e., the terminal alphabets Z, and L; will be a part of the non-terminal alphabet 
of r). Clearly, r= (V, Z, 9,s) generates Lo,@o*. 
Lower bound. Let (Z@‘, 9’) be an optimal representation for G, @ G2. Assume 
c(G,)-I~(G,)l~c(G,)-I~(G,)I, and choose a you V(G2). Then (q 9) induces a 
(not necessarily optimal) representation for Lo,, cn the vertex set Y= {(x, yo) : 
XE V(G,)}. Moreover, any (x, y) E V(G, @G2), y#yo, is either contained by some 
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HE Ye, or appears in some pair ({(x, JJ)}, H) or (H, {(x, JJ)}) E 9 where HE YZ and 
Hfl Y=0. Thus, any (x, u) contributes to c(G,@G*) by at least 1. 0 
Proposition 12. c(L,) 5 2n + 4n I’* + O(n “4). 
Proof. Denote by K,,, the complete directed graph on m vertices (identified with 
L,J. Then K,,, OK+ = K,r,nrz and this enables us to apply induction on M. (The 
anchor of the induction is trivial.) 
Assume the statement has been proved for all n’<n. Let In be the smallest integer 
such that m*zn, and consider an optimal grammar generating L,,. Then the con- 
struction given in Proposition 11 yields a hypergraph representation (X, 9’) for 
L,,,z with 
c(S, 8) 5 2m2 + 2c(L,,,) I 2/n* + 4m + 8171”~ + 0(/n”‘) 
=2m2+4n”2+O(n”4), 
and any (x,y) E V(G,@G,) is contained by exactly two members of 316. Thus, 
deleting in*- n vertices, the complexity decreases by at least 2(m*- n), and the 
statement follows. Cl 
Direct Product. The arc set of the direct product G, x G2 is defined as 
{(u, u)(u’, u’): UU’EE(G,) and UU’EE(G~)}. 
Theorem 13. (i) For any G, and G2, LG,xG, can be generated by at most 
1 V(G,)I IE(G2)1 + I V(G2jl IE(G,)I regular productions. 
(ii) Let c = (Vi, Z;-, pi, Si) be any grammar generating Lo,, with ri productions 
of type si+uV and bi productions U+ u (u, v E If/, i = 1,2), and put ni= I2CiI. Then 
c(G, xG2)sr,r2+b,n2+b2n,. 
Proof. (i) Since any f? ,,q can be generated by at most p + q regular productions, it 
is enough to show that the arc set of G, x G2 can be covered by some complete 
bipartite directed subgraphs, such that the sum of the number of vertices in those 
subgraphs is sufficiently small. 
Observe first that K,, xk,,,=I?,,,, and assume V(G,)={x,,...,x,,,}, V(G,)= 
{Y ,, . . . , y,*}. Let S; denote the star formed by the arcs ending in xi, and Sj+ 
denote the star of arcs beginning in Yj (1 zziln,, 1 sj%n2). Clearly, 
) ! I  ,I2 
E(G, x G,) = u 
i= I 
u E(S; Hi’), 
j=l 
so that 
c(G, xG~)I 2 : C(Sr Xs’+) 
i=l j=l 
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+n2 C Isi- 
i= I 
(ii) We define three types of productions for a grammar r= ( V, Z, 9,s) generating 
LG,xGz. For every pair sI+uIuI ~9, and s~+u~II~E~‘~ define s+(u,,u2)(u,,u2); 
for every u,+u2 E 9, define n 2 productions (u,,o)-+(u~,u), ueZ;; for every 
u,-+u~E P2 define n, productions (u, u,)+(u,u2), UEZ,. One can see that 
(x,x’)Cy,y’) is a word in r if and only if X.Y’ and yy’ are words in I-, and I-,, 
respectively. 0 
Corollary 14. c(G, x G,) I 2 c(G,) c(G,). 
Proof. If G, is a single arc, then n, =2, r, = 1, b, =O, thus c(G, xG2)~r2+2b2zs 
2(r2+ b2)=2c(G2) if I-, is optimal for G2. This observation can be applied also in 
an inductive proof whenever G, *contains a vertex of degree 1. ‘Otherwise, if every 
vertex has degree 12, it can be seen from the hypergraph representation that 
ri+ bi= c(Gi) 1 I V(Gi)I = ni (for optimal grammars), and the statement follows by 
Theorem 13(ii). Cl 
We do not know if c(G, xG2)~c(G,)c(G2) holds for all graphs G,,G2. 
If G, and G2 are graphs on n vertices, then Theorem 13(i) implies c(G, x G2)< 
2n3, even if G, and G2 both have complexity O(n’/logn). This example shows 
that c(G, x G,) can be much smaller than c(G,) c(G,). On the other hand, we do 
not know if for every n there exist graphs G, and G2 (on n vertices) such that 
c(G, x G,) 2 O(n3). 
Cartesian Product. The arc set of the cartesian product G, @G2 is {(u, u)(u’, u’) : 
u=u’ and UU’EE(G& or u=u’ and UU’EE(G,)}. 
Theorem 15. c(Gl OG2) = c(G,)I U&)1+ dG2)I VG,)I. 
Proof. Each ‘row’ of G,@G2, i.e., subgraph induced by the vertex set {(u,,u): 
u E V(G2), u. fixed}, is isomorphic to G2 and, similarly, every ‘column’ induced by 
{(u, uo) : u E V(G,), u. fixed} is isomorphic to G, . Moreover, by definition, any edge 
of G, @G2 belongs to a row or a column. Thus, the edge set of G,@G2 can 
be decomposed into n, = I V(G,)I (induced) subgraphs isomorphic to G2 and 
n2= 1 V(G2)l subgraphs isomorphic to G,, so that 
c(G, 0 G,) 5 n I c(G2) + n2 dG, 1. 
304 2: Tuza 
For proving the opposite inequality, we show that if (& 9) is a minimal hyper- 
graph representation of an optimal grammar generating LGIOG2, then each pair 
(H, H’) E 8 belongs to some row or column of GI@G2. 
We may assume that HE ~Z’is maximal (IHI L 2). If H is contained by some row 
or column, say it belongs to the ueth row, then pick two arbitrary vertices (ue, u,), 
(uc, IJJ EH. Since all arcs between H and H’ must appear in Gl@Gz, it foilows 
from the definition that all (u, u) E H’ must satisfy u = u. (as uI # u2), implying that 
H’ belongs to the uoth row as well. 
Suppose now to the contrary that H is not contained by a row or column of 
G,@G2. Then there are two vertices (u,,u,), (u,,@EH such that uI #uz and 
u, #u2, implying H’C {(u,, u2),(u2, uI)}. By (H4), however, H appears in at least 
two pairs of 9, so that some ordered pair of If, H’ and H, H” are in 9, where 
H’= {(u,, u2)} and H”= {(u2, ut)}. Consequently, the pairs of H, H’, and H” cover 
exactly four arcs of G, @G2 and (as we have seen it in the proof of Theorem 4) 
they contribute to c(3< 3’) by 4. Moreover, deleting H and adding the four 
productions s-’ (ui, uj)(u, _ ir u3 -i), 15 i, j< 2, lIti II decreases, contradicting the 
minimality of (yt: 9). Cl 
From the proof of Theorem 15 it turns out that every minimal hypergraph repre- 
sentation of G,@G2 can be decomposed into some minimal representations of G, 
and G2. Moreover, the following property holds. 
Corollary 16. The minimal hypergraph representation of G,@G2 is uniquely 
determined if and only if both G, and G2 have only one minimal hypergraph repre- 
sentation. 
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